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Environetics Named A “Best Place to Work in Los Angeles” by the
Los Angeles Business Journal
Local award complements the firm’s 2007 “Best Firm To Work For” ranking by a national management consultant and research
firm, ZweigWhite.
LOS ANGELES, Calif., August 25, 2008 – Environetics (www.Environetics.com), a full-service interior architectural
design and space-planning firm providing workplace solutions, was ranked second among small businesses in the Los
Angeles Business Journal’s “Best Place to Work in Los Angeles” competition, an honor that complements its ranking as the
15th “Best Firm to Work For” by ZweigWhite management consulting and research firm following its nationwide review.
The Los Angeles Business Journal award annually recognizes the best practices and employers in Los Angeles County.
“Environetics is dedicated to nurturing a creative environment that generates leading-edge designs, which reflect
our clients’ core values,” commented Rodney Stone, president of Environetics. “The hard work and dedication of our
employees, as well as our commitment to customer satisfaction have helped us achieve this extraordinary level of success.
This recognition confirms our efforts and fuels our dedication to excellence as we look toward future projects.”
For the Los Angeles Business Journal’s award, Environetics participated in a thorough reporting process, which
evaluated the firm’s leadership and planning, corporate culture and communications, work environment, training and
development, pay and benefits, and other factors. Winners were determined based on the report findings.
“These awards clearly reflect the outstanding work and passion for innovation and excellence we’ve
experienced working with Environetics,” said Ted C. Price, President/CEO, Insomniac Games. “The firm’s commitment to
delivering creative solutions and managing projects seamlessly has made a tremendous impact on our workplace
environment, and we look forward to the firm’s continued support.”
(more)
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Environetics’ ZweigWhite ranking was based on its commitment to provide a positive work environment and
challenging and interesting design opportunities for its employees. The firm's encouragement of professional
development and individual recognition, strong sense of firm culture, and successful teamwork, along with its commitment
to client satisfaction were cited as specific reasons for its top ranking.
In its 29th year of publication, the Los Angeles Business Journal is Los Angeles County’s premier source for
business news and analysis. Each week, the publication examines the many ways that the Los Angeles economy operates,
and editorial and research teams provide in-depth analyses of the community’s ever-changing business and economic
scene.
Environetics is a full-service interior architectural design and space-planning firm providing workplace solutions
that improve employee productivity and enhance brand image. Environetics' diverse staff includes space planners,
architects, interior designers, estimators and CAD drafters, all collaborating to identify client space needs and deliver
interior plans for maximum effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability and design. Some of the firm’s most notable clients
include Fox Entertainment Group, Grassini & Wrinkle, Insomniac Games, Cohen, Miskei and Mowrey, Los Angeles
Community College District, Los Angeles Police Assessment Resource Center (PARC), TV Guide and United Online.
For more information, contact Environetics at (310) 287-2180 or via the web at www.Environetics.com.
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